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I-502 lowers crime
rates in Wash.
BY A ARON KUNKLER

News Editor

When Initiative 502 passed,
a gray area was written into the
law.
Possession of one ounce of
marijuana was decriminalized,
even before there were legal avenues for obtaining marijuana.
The reasoning behind this
was to provide those charged
with marijuana crimes, as well
as state coﬀers, immediate relief.
According to Cynthia Martinez, prosecuting attorney for
the city of Yakima, the city saw
many cases dropped.
“Prior to the initiative, we did
prosecute marijuana,” Martinez
said. “Our caseload did go down
as a result of I-502.”
According to a KIMATV article, the city of Yakima threw
out 14 marijuana cases but decided to continue prosecution
with 56 others when the initiative passed in 2012. The reason
Yakima continued to prosecute
those 56 cases was because either the defendants were still underage, or they had committed
other crimes.

Martinez said that many of
the cases that involved people
of-age needed the marijuana
charges to get additional charges
to stick, and that the defendants
were often oﬀered a plea deal on
the marijuana charges if they
agreed to plead guilty to the other charges they were accused of.
According to Martinez,
there were 53 marijuana possession charges in 2012, which
had dropped down to just 12
in 2014. There were 81 drug
paraphernalia charges in 2013,
which dropped to 56 in 2014.
The statistics for paraphernalia charges are not just for marijuana, but all drug paraphernalia charges.
Possession of marijuana
paraphernalia is legal in Washington, so long as the person in
possession is over the age of 21.
According to Mike Bastinelli,
spokesperson for the Yakima
Police Department, personal
marijuana has seen relatively lax
enforcement, even before I-502
passed.
“The recreational marijuana
user was never really a priority
before,” Bastinelli said.
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ENFORCEMENT Many counties should see savings from I-502.

Instead, the Yakima Police
Department focused their eﬀorts
on targeting dealers and suppliers, according to Bastinelli,.
DUIs are also an area of concern, but Yakima county does
not distinguish marijuana DUIs
from other substances, it is a
blanket oﬀense category.
According to Martinez and
Bastinelli, Yakima has seen a
slight increase in the number of
DUIs since the passage of I-502.

Copy Desk

However, according to data
provided by Bastinelli, DUIs
have dropped from 378 in 2012
to 129 in 2015 between Jan. 1
through May 18.
These numbers show an
overall decrease, but DUI
charges may spike during holiday seasons such as Halloween,
Thanksgiving and Christmas
which could account for the difference in narratives.
According to the ACLU web-
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site, misdemeanor marijuana
charges dropped from 7964 in
2009 to 120 in 2013.
Misdemeanor charges are
often possession of marijuana
over one ounce, but still under
40 grams.
The ACLU provided a
breakdown of legal costs associated with marijuana enforcement between the years of 2000
and 2010 by county in Washington.
During that time period, Yakima county spent an estimated
$7.8 million on enforcement
including arrests, jail time, defense and prosecution. Kittitas
County spent an estimated $5.2
million on enforcement.
The savings for many counties in Washington should be
signiﬁcant.
“For people 21 and over, a lot
of that activity is no longer illegal,” Mark Cooke, spokesperson
for the ACLU of Washington,
said.
It is unclear how legalization
aﬀected the budget, but the Observer will be releasing an investigative piece to be published on
June 5 at cwuobserver.com.
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Editorial policy: The Observer is a public forum for student expression, in which

student editors make policy and content decisions. The mission of the Observer is twofold: to serve Central Washington University as a newspaper and to provide training for
students who are seeking a career in journalism. The Observer seeks to provide complete,
accurate, dependable information to the campus and community; to provide a public
forum for the free debate of issues, ideas and problems facing the community at large,
and to be the best source for information, education and entertainment news. As a
training program, the Observer is the practical application of the theories and principles
of journalism. It teaches students to analyze and communicate information that is vital
to the decision making of the community at large. It provides a forum for students to
learn the ethics, values, and skills needed to succeed in their chosen career. If you have
questions call (509) 963-1073 or e-mail us at cwuobserver@gmail.com
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Central breaks contract

University guilty on two counts of labor contract violations over presidential maintenance
BY MATT ESCAMILLA

Staff Reporter

In May 2013, Central had
ambitions of replacing the Quigley Hall and old heating plants’
rooves with a material called
Thermoplastic Polyoleﬁn Membrane (TPO).
The project was supposed to
be ﬁnished by September of that
year. According to Bill Yarwood,
director of Capital Planning and
Projects at Central, the total cost
of the rooﬁng project was in the
ballpark of $444,000.
During that summer, the president’s walkway began leaking. It
was time to think about replacing
the roof; it had been patched up
over the years and was likely in
need of a replacement.
On Sept. 10, the Facilities Management Department
(FMD) was planning on contracting out the walkway project for
two reasons.
The FMD did so because the
walkway roof was going to have
the same material as the previous
two buildings and decided to create a change order, or add on, to
the original project and have the
change order performed by the
same contractor.
The second reason the FMD
wanted to contract out the
change order was there had been
discussions with crew members
about the union’s workload, and
found that they were booked until November. The FMD wanted
the roof to be completed by the
end of September.

Project Funding
According to Mike Moon.

Presidential walkway and old heating
roof:
Paid for with capital funding
from Washington state.

Quigley Hall:

Paid for through university
housing and food services.

Total: $450,000
Once the walkway was completed, it brought the grand
total of the project to around
$450,000, according to Bill Yarwood. The cost of the walkway
was less than $6,000.
During the union and management’s committee meeting on
Sept. 30, the union was told the
walkway project was completed.
On Feb. 21, 2014, ﬁve months
after the committee meeting, the
Washington Federation of State
Employees (WSE) union ﬁled an
unfair labor complaint against
Central.
WSE based their complaint
on three key points. First, Central contracted out rooﬁng work
previously performed by the
WSE without opportunity for

RYAN ASHLEY/OBSERVER

APPEALS Central is appealing the guilty verdict, but no further decisions have been made on the case.

negotiation. Second, Central
circumvented the union through
directly dealing with employees
represented by the union. Finally, Central failed to provide relevant information requested by
the union regarding the change
order.
Public Employment Relations
Commission (PERC) examiner
Erin Slone-Gomez held a hearing on the issue on Oct. 9, 2014,
where she requested post-hearing briefs by Dec. 31 of that year.
After going over the information, she concluded Central to be

guilty on two counts.
Central was found guilty of
contracting out the walkway job
and also of failing to provide relevant info requested by the union
regarding the walkway job.
However, some at Central believe this ruling did not take the
larger picture into account.
“They’ve patched roofs all
over campus, hundreds of roofs.
They have never presented evidence that they installed entire
structure[s] using TPO. The
contract we had with [the]
contractor[s] requires having

certiﬁed TPO installers in order
to install that material,” Don Anderson, director of faculty and
staﬀ relations, said.
Without the certiﬁed installer,
Central wouldn’t have received a
20-year warranty on the roof.
“There are cases that say you
can talk to them about workload...We certainly weren’t negotiating the work with the employees, that kind of talk never
happened,” Anderson said.
As of now, this case is in the
appeals process and no ﬁnal decision has been reached.

their service.
“Nobody was for us; our
country turned their back on
us,” Bill Davis, retired Vietnam infantry and purple
heart recipient,
said.
“[The]
only people who

were for us were our family.”
On television, news channels will occasionally show the
homecoming of soldiers, dressed
in fatigues, receiving a warm
welcome. This was not
the case for many
coming home from
Vietnam.
“We wore civilian
clothes
home,” Davis said.
“Put everything in
the closet and tried
to believe it never
happened.”
Even those who
didn’t serve in
combat still
made

sacriﬁces for their country.
Soldiers give up a lot of control over their lives, Toﬄemire
said. They’re always told what
to do, when to do it and how to
do it. The military doesn’t ask for
the soldier’s cooperation, they
demand it.
“In basic training, when
you go in, they cut all your hair
oﬀ and give you all the same
clothes,” Jim Bashaw, Army 7th
Infantry Division veteran, said.
“Can’t have people thinking on
their own.”
Bashaw noted that a certain
amount of individuality is often
allowed, but in order for the military to work properly, all of these
sacriﬁces are necessary.
And for putting their life on
the line, many soldiers are not
paid well. While Toﬄemire was
in basic training, he said there
was a sad truth in a commonly
told joke.
“The joke was that a parking meter makes more money,”
Toﬄemire said.
How much a soldier sacriﬁces is relevant to how much they
have put on the line, Toﬄemire
said. For those who have served
in combat, it is their life.

Veterans continue with their service

BY KYLE KUHN

Staff Reporter

After deployment, veterans
are often subjected to nightmares, ﬂashbacks, mood swings
and panic attacks; symptoms of
post-traumatic stress disorder
that can haunt them for years.
Veterans of war still feel the
eﬀects of combat, even after their
service has ended. The wounds
of war never heal, just scab over.
Oftentimes, the most mundane
things can be a reminder of a
veteran’s time in the military.
“The sacriﬁce doesn’t stop for
combat people,” Dan Toﬄemire,
retired Vietnam combat medic
25th Infantry Division and purple heart recipient, said. “It will
go on for a lifetime.”
Letting go of basic freedoms
granted to U.S. civilians is one
of the easier sacriﬁces to make;
the real sacriﬁce is the
consequences of war,
Toﬄemire said. The
true sacriﬁces begin
from the point when
soldiers leave the service and from there, it
never stops.
Toﬄemire continues to be compensated

for the ailments that were inﬂicted during his service in Vietnam.
He said it is these ailments which
are his continued sacriﬁce.
Veterans of the Vietnam war
continue to keep their memories
locked up, which doesn’t always
make dealing with them any
easier. Because of strong public
opinion against the Vietnam war,
many veterans
didn’t feel
comfortable being
open about

PHOTO BY CHIEF
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Meet the new ASCWU president
Performing Arts at New York
University (NYU), but because
of the egregious amount of
Ryan Anderson was an- money required to attend NYU,
nounced as the Central 2015- he chose to attend a college in
2016 Student Government Presi- state. From there, he chose Cendent after elections last week.
tral because it is the only public
Anderson grew up in Ken- university in the state to oﬀer a
more, Wash. He graduated from BFA musical theatre degree.
the International BaccalaureAnderson has been in proate program at Inglemoor High ductions at Seattle’s 5th Avenue
School. His favorite subject at Theater. He also has choral expeCentral so far has been French, rience with the Seattle Symphomostly because he thinks Profes- ny. Anderson continues to train
sor Hallenin
acting,
beck is great.
singing and
Anderdancing. He
Next year the ASCWU has explored
son is also
hopes to foster and nurture many other
a dog-lover
traditions here at Central aspects of
and grew up
with pets. He
that can help to establish theatre since
currently has
a better sense of belonging b e g i n n i n g
two puppies
to something that is great- his education
named Louis
at Central,
er than you.
and Bristol.
including
-Ryan Anderson
Some of
composing,
his favorite
directing and
ASCWU President
musical artplaywriting.
ists are Iron
“My fa& Wine, Andrew Byrd, Mumford vorite thing about Central is that
& Sons, Bill Withers and Natalie it is a university where me, as an
Weiss.
individual, is valued and encourAnderson was originally ac- aged to take in as much as I can,”
cepted into the Tisch School of Anderson said.
BY CLARISSA POSNER

Staff Reporter

“

“

Anderson is studying for his
BFA in musical theatre and BA
in political science, while minoring in nonproﬁt management.
Anderson is only in his second
year at Central, but is a junior
credit-wise. In addition to his
academic pursuits, Anderson
currently serves as president of
the Douglas Honors College

COURTESY OF RYAN ANDERSON

Student Association.
Anderson says the close-knit
friendships he’s made over his
two years at Central is the favorite part of his college experience
so far.
“I love to write songs and poetry. Currently, I am working on
a musical with a friend of mine
to be workshopped here at Cen-

tral,” Anderson said.
Since winning the election,
Anderson is excited about getting involved and engaged on
campus.
“I challenge the students to
get involved with me, because
the more the students who are
involved in their education at
this university, the more positive
changes we can see made,” Anderson said.
Anderson believes Central
needs an identity of its own.
“Next year, the ASCWU
hopes to foster and nurture traditions here at Central that can
help to establish a better sense
of belonging to something that
is greater than you, instead of a
conglomerate of many special
programs and colleges,” Anderson said.
Anderson hopes to work on
creating a composting program,
as well as expanding and improving the current recycling programs on campus.
“It is up to the student what
they would like to see, and we encourage people to come up to the
oﬃces in SURC 236 to have discussions about what they would
like to see,” Anderson said.

#ReadTheO2015

cwuobserver

Make arrangements to pick up your
to The Yellow Church Cafe by calling
Taylor Simental at 963-1095.

Weekly contest details available under
#ReadTheO2015 on Facebook.
The Observer Readership sponsored by:

#ReadTheO2015
WIN A $10.00 Gift Card
to the Yellow Church Cafe!

(509) 962-4630
Receive 3 Small, 3 Medium, and 2 Large

U-Haul boxes with
storage unit rental
aaawildcats.com

1011 W Cascade Ct, Ellensburg, WA 98926
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Celebrating 30 years of diversity
BY ANGELICA BARTORELLI

Staff Reporter

Pride Week Events
Date: Mon. 25, May 2015
-Field Day
Date: Tue. 26, May 2015
-Block Party
-Bingo
Date: Wed. 27, May 2015
-Dyke March & Rally
-Ryan Cassata
Date: Thu. 28, May 2015
-Lavender Graduation
Date: Fri. 29, May 2015
-Amateur Drag Show
-Pride Parade
-Professional Drag Show
-Queen Fling

Central’s Pride Week is still
making a name for itself, even
after 30 years. Hosted every year
by Equality Through Queers and
Allies (EQuAl), students come
together for a week of activities
that celebrate diversity.
EQuAl has progressed far
from the “secret society” it was
30 years ago, EQuAl President
Jourdyn Payne, junior interdisciplinary studies (IDS) major, said.
Pride Week is now a highly
anticipated event by both the
Central and Ellensburg communities.
According to EQuAl Vice
President Mariah Rocker, junior
public relations major, the goal of
Pride Week is “to raise awareness
and visibility [and to] celebrate
diversity within the community.”
This year, Pride Week takes
place May 25 through 29, and
it’s been a long time coming for
those planning the event.
“[We] start planning the ﬁrst
week [of the year],” Payne said.
Members of EQuAl had to
schedule events, reserve rooms,
organize sponsors and more.
Rigorous amounts of planning
was required to make Pride Week

possible, but EQuAl was dedicated to ensuring the success of the
event and getting approval from
the local community.
EQuAl’s Equity and Service
Council Member Charlie Weber,
junior IDS major, said there have
been changes to the event year to
year.
He said that last quarter,

CENTRAL

WASHINGTON

See related CWU Pride story on p. 16

BENSON KUA/WIKIMEDIA

PROGRESS The Stonewall riots sparked the modern LGBTQIA+ movement after a police raid in 1969.

there were between four and
ﬁve “Guess the Straight” panels,
whereas this quarter, there are
none.
According to Payne, EQuAl
has had “a lot more presence on
campus” in the last few years.
The goal of Pride Week, according to Rocker, is to create a
welcoming environment for everyone who attends.

“It’s my favorite time of the
year, I met all of my best friends
from EQuAl,” Weber said.
Despite no signiﬁcant uproar
over the events of Pride Week,
board members still take necessary precautions to make sure
things run smoothly for events
like the annual Drag Show.
“We want to keep our queens
safe,” Weber said.

UNIVERSITY

•

LEARN.

This year, the club has integrated a new event, “Field Day,”
that will take place on May 25.
According to Weber, the new
event was created to incorporate
diversity on campus in a fun,
light-hearted environment.
Payne said EQuAl is “always
something I look at [as] a really
nice environment to be around
people who don’t judge you.”

DO.

LIVE.

Register:
May 4–June 24
Hundreds of courses offered online
and in person across Washington state.
Talk with an advisor or a representative in
your program for course offerings and
more information.

CWU is an AA/EEO/Title IX Institution.
For accommodation e-mail: DS@cwu.edu

Classes begin June 22
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Waco vs. Baltimore

The stark difference between police action in Waco shooting and Baltimore riots

BY KALA TYE/COPY EDITOR

Waco, Texas just had a massive biker gang shootout. Nine
dead and 18 critically injured
with an estimated 170 gang
members being taken into custody. So many, in fact, that they
had to take them to a nearby convention center in order to process
them all.
Police were there in full riot
gear gassing, tasing and pepper
spraying people. No, wait. That
didn’t happen in Waco, that was
Baltimore. In Waco, even though
police were being shot at, they
managed to contain 170 bikers

without excessive force.
Comparatively, in Baltimore,
protesters were brutally knocked
down before riots had even
erupted.
In case you haven’t heard,
Freddie Gray died due to a severe spinal injury after being
handcuﬀed in the back of a police van and given a “rough ride”
that went too far. He ended up
in a coma and died a week later
which launched the beginning
of protests and eventual riots in
Baltimore.
Gray’s crime was running
away from the police, and he
more than likely ran due to the
staggering amount of African
American deaths that have recently broken out across America
at the hands of the police. When
the police caught him, they
found a legal-sized switchblade
which they deemed was enough
to arrest him.

The day of his funeral is when
riots broke out. Teenagers that
threw rocks—rocks, not bullets—
at police were pepper sprayed,
people were kicked to the ground,
even the peaceful protesters were
gassed. In response, local police
claimed the force was necessary.
So why can police easily take
out over ﬁve lethal biker gangs
without using any of these tactics? The bikers killed nine people and injured 18, yet it’s the
protesters in Baltimore that get
brutalized, even though there
have been no oﬃcial deaths other
than Gray’s.
Even if people had been killed
in Baltimore, why weren’t the police able to subdue unarmed protesters without excessive violence
when they clearly were able to
contain 170 armed bikers? The
answer is pretty obvious.
America, we have a big race
problem.

Now, let me give a brief preface. I do not think all police oﬃcers are criminals. I do not think
they are all bad people. I do
truly understand that there are
good cops out there. However,
when we move away from an individual level and to the overall
community, there is a huge and
violent bias.
The majority of the bikers in
Waco were white. The majority of the protesters in Baltimore
were African American. Recently, African American person after
African American person has
been killed at the hands of the
police—Michael Brown, Darrien
Hunt, Ezell Ford, Omar Abrego
and Tanisha Anderson, to name
a few. There has been 21 deaths
in the last 12 months only.
Am I a fan of riots? No. But
there is deﬁnitely a problem
when we excuse riots perpetrated
by white people over sports or

pumpkins and then turn around
and point at African American
riots, calling participants thugs
and “deserving” of violence.
It’s a problem when a white
crowd is deemed “unruly” but an
African American crowd is “violent.” These are the same acts,
yet only one is violently criminalized for it.
Police don’t come in full riot
gear and brutalize white rioters
like they’ve done in Baltimore,
Ferguson and St. Louis.
Riots are essentially the only
way the underbelly of racism in
America has been exposed in the
last year, with the dialogue coming from the mouths of those
protesters.
Before, people would deny oppression of African Americans,
saying racism is over. There’s no
denying the fallacy of that statement anymore in the wake of
Waco.

Hollywood take note, Furiosa is steering “Mad Max”
BY MARIA HARR /EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Maybe you, like me, haven’t
seen “Mad Max: Fury Road” yet.
But for the last three days you’ve
been bombarded with people
telling you to go see it. Friends,
co-workers and half of my Facebook feed have said it’s a mustsee-movie.
Their number one reason for
recommending? Charlize Theron’s co-starring role as Furiosa.
According to the reviews I’ve
read and my friends, Theron
might as well have been dubbed
the leading lady to begin with because the ﬁlm is mostly about her.
The movie is all about her being a kickass lady chomping at
the bit to ﬁght, winning against
all odds and saving the day while
the ﬁlm’s namesake, Max himself, has been more subdued.
And that sounds awesome!
Strong female characters
aren’t often portrayed beside
male action hero counterparts.
There’s usually something qui-

eter about them or maybe more
sexualized. In fact, they’re usually just a love interest.
So far I haven’t heard any of
that about Theron’s character,
instead hearing from many other feminists that they loved her
character.
Self-proclaimed feminist website The Mary Sue has been covering a lot about Mad Max, and
it’s all been good, from reviews to
the feminism found in the ﬁlm to
just pure fan love of Furiosa.
The Mary Sue also covered
the perspective of Men’s Rights
Activist (MRA) blogger Aaron
Clarey, who declared a boycott
against “Fury Road” because of
Furiosa starring over Max.
Clarey’s rallying cry was that
if “Fury Road” makes it big, audiences around the world “will
never be able to see a real action
movie ever again that doesn’t
contain some damn political lecture or moray about feminism,
SJW-ing and socialism.”
Oh no! Equality of men and
women in ﬁlms! What will my
explosions and giant car crashes
be like if there are badass ladies
involved? Everything will be ruined! What’s next? Human sacriﬁce? Dogs and cats, living together? Mass hysteria?

Or not.
How about success? You did it
Hollywood! Somebody out there
under the big white sign has been
listening, and people are happy
about it.
The proof is in the pudding.
While “Pitch Perfect 2” deﬁnitely
blew “Fury Road” out of the water, the ﬁlm was a box oﬃce success this past weekend, earning
$50,767,601 domestically and
$115,767,601 worldwide, according to BoxOﬃceMojo.com.
In a Forbes article, part of that
success was attributed to not only
the way females were portrayed
in the ﬁlm, but in the sheer quantity of them.
Most action ﬁlms get one or
two female characters, tops. The
good guy’s love interest and the
sexy bad girl, who often gets in
on the action but only if she’s in
a ﬁght scene with the other female character. And if there are
any other women in the ﬁlm at
all, it’s probably because they’re
a group of victimized young ladies who need to be saved by the
main character.
“Fury Road,” in having many
diﬀerent females shown in the
ﬁlm, didn’t have to portray the
entirety of the gender through
two characters. All the diﬀer-

WARNER BROS. ENTERTAINMENT

ent women can protray diﬀerent characteristics without one
making or breaking the ﬁlm for
female audience members.
The Forbes writer cites Black
Widow in “Avengers: Age of
Ultron” as a great example of
this. Fans were up in arms about
Black Widow’s romantic subplot, but would it have been such
a big deal if she wasn’t bearing
the weight of the portrayal of an
entire sex on her shoulders?

Hardcore angry fans would
certainly disagree, but I think it
makes a whole lot of sense and
Hollywood execs worrying about
the reception of their single female character should deﬁnitely
take note.
So Hollywood, listen up: I
wasn’t going to watch this movie in theaters. Now, because of
Theron and Furiosa I’m going to
go watch it- and bring a ton of
friends with me.

DEAR READERS:

The Observer welcomes brief letters of 300 words or less from readers on current issues. Please include your full name and university
affiliation, year and major, degree and year graduated, or staff position and department. To be printed in the following week’s issue,
use the “Submit a Letter” link on cwuobserver.com by 5 p.m. Sunday. The Observer reserves the right to reject or edit for style and
length. All letters become property of The Observer. Anonymous letters will not be considered.

CORRECTIONS

In our May 7-13 issue, on page 10, owner of 420 Gallery, Mollie Edson’s name was mispelled. In last week’s issue, May 14-20, on page
13, the bottom photo on the page was taken by Xander Deccio. On page 9 Adam Crittenden’s name was mispelled. On page 8 the date
and time for Burgstock were wrong, the actual date was Sat. May 16, 3 p.m.-10 p.m. Corrections were also run online before the event.
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Music Packed Weekend
Burgstock and Spring Concert came and conquered

PHOTO COURTESY OF TAYLER SHAINDLIN

Burgstock 3
BY KYLE FENTON

Assistant Scene Editor

Burgstock 3 ended with Pull
For Fire winning the battle of the
bands, and Art Nelson winning
the hip-hop side of the event.
Taking first place in the event
earned Pull For Fire four hours
of recording time at Fastback
Studios in Seattle, a gig at the
2016 Fisherman’s Village Music
Festival in Everett, as well as various promos and coverage from
88.1 The ‘Burg.
Art Nelson, senior Japanese
and Asian studies major, won
the hip-hop portion of the competition and earned himself a
collaboration with L.A. rapper
Pause MC along with various
promos and coverage from 88.1
The ‘Burg.
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Review: Pitch Perfect 2
BY NICOLAS COOPER

Staff Reporter

After “Pitch Perfect” captivated audiences across the nation, I
couldn’t wait to see what the second installment had to oﬀer.
“Pitch Perfect 2” exempliﬁes
the true characteristics of sisterhood, brotherhood and family.
The Barden Bellas are in their
last year of college, trying to ﬁnd
out who they are, individually
and as a group.
While on a road full of obstacles, the gang must work to get
back on their feet after another
German a capella group, Das
Sound Machine (DSM), stands
in their way.
One of the ﬁrst scenes begins
with the Bellas doing a performance for the President on his
birthday.

The performance goes ﬂawlessly until Fat Amy (Rebel Wilson) slowly descends from the
rafters singing Miley Cyrus’
Wrecking Ball.
As she descends, Amy has a
wardrobe malfunction where her
leggings rip and all is exposed.
It took only 10 minutes for the
movie to become oﬀensive beyond humor.
Some of the oﬀensive lines
included: “You’re just women.
You’ll all be pregnant soon,”
“This is what happens when you
send girls to college” and “Let’s
do it while the Korean group is
performing, no one cares about
the Koreans.”
Although Director Elizabeth
Banks packed the movie full of
positive exposure for other cultures and walks of life, however
the way she tried to intertwine it
with comedic components of the
ﬁlm was questionable.
I couldn’t tell where the di-

UNIVERSAL STUDIOS

rector was trying to go with the
use of these remarks. I honestly
didn’t know whether she was trying to break down stereotypes or
just trying to be funny.
Most comments were geared
toward women, gender associations and almost every ethnic
group except African Americans,
which I thought was odd.
However, Fat Amy is the glue

that holds this ﬁlm together. Her
raunchy comedy is the perfect
oﬀset to the overall delicate vibe
of the ﬁlm.
While only having a handful
of scenes, star of the hit TV show
“Key & Peele” Keegan MichaelKey played a music producer and
was, by far, the funniest character
in the movie.
What I truly appreciated

about the ﬁlm was the level of
diversity it contained and how
accurately the people from all
other walks of life in the ﬁlm
were depicted.
The ﬁlm as a whole was
great, and the laughter was
non-stop. The cast and storyline predominantly screamed
chick-ﬂick, but I thoroughly enjoyed the ﬁlm.

Review: Weedeaterʼs Goliathan
BY A ARON KUNKLER

Goliathan

News Editor

Weedeater has been a staple
of the sludge metal scene for over
a decade now. Sludge metal is often described as Sabbath meets
Black Flag circa “My War,” only
heavier and meaner. Throw in a
few too many edibles and some
North Carolina attitude, and
you’ll wind up with something
like Weedeater’s newest album.
Behold: “Goliathan.”
Coming oﬀ the heels of their
previous album ”Jason The
Dragon,” which featured stoned
meandering and experimentation, it wasn’t immediately clear
how Weedeater would proceed
from there.
In a nutshell, “Goliathan” is a
little of this, and a little of that.
There are moments where the
music feels staler than month-old
sourdough, and there are equally
as many moments of pure Southern aggression.
Similar to their previous re-

Genre: Sludge metal
When it’s available: May 19
Album pricing: $12 on Amazon.
com
lease, the ﬁrst half of the album
feels a little oﬀ. There’s a pattern
that the band seems to be developing, and it goes something like
this: opener, relatively forgettable
tracks, strange interlude, pure
sonic bliss. “Goliathan” dishes
this formula out in aces.
Of course, in true Weedeater
fashion, even these moments are
delivered with a healthy dose of
humor. “Processional” kicks oﬀ
the album with a bizarre mix of
what sounds to be an electric organ and slide guitar, with Dixie
Collins making his album debut
by saying, ”I really hate your
face.” From there on out, you

VINMAN’S
BAKERY
European style breads and
fresh pastries every day.

know what you’re getting yourself into.
“‘Goliathan” is a plodding
track conjuring specters of doom
and destruction and ancient
things that may never die, waiting to unleash their terror across
the surface of the earth.
Unfortunately, there are also
rather bland tracks like “Bow
Down“ or ”Cain Enabler.” To
put it bluntly, they didn’t really
grip me. More than ﬁller, but
less than great. Maybe that’s why
the band decided to throw these
songs towards the beginning of
the album.
But then again, maybe a little
sacriﬁce is necessary to stumble
into those ﬂaming gates. After a
hilarious banjo cut mid-album
in “Battered & Fried,” the band
punches in for the rest of the album, and you better keep up.
”Claw of the Sloth” and ”Joseph (All Talk)” are some of the
best tracks Weedeater has put
out. Their signature Southern
grooves bury any misgivings I

had about the album. The second half of “Goliathan” is pure,
sludgy beatdowns. Blending
more nimble riﬀs from their last
album with crushing, relentless
brutality and pacing from their
older material, these songs are
some grade-A cuts.
”Bully” is a punky,
two-minute
track
blazing a path to
the ﬁnal oﬀerings on the album. ”Benediction” is
a
smokeﬁlled, psychedelicdrenched
jam
song,
perfectly capping oﬀ the album. Strangely,
this is one of the
tracks I enjoyed the most
oﬀ of the album. It would be
great to hear more of this from
Weedeater.
All-in-all, “Goliathan” is

a bit underwhelming. Don’t
get me wrong; I dig it, and it’s
sure to become a staple of my
sludge-loving mp3 player, but
it feels like “Jason: Round Two
at times.” The diﬀerence being,
where “Jason” always pulls me
back to it, I don’t get that same
urge to redose with this
album. Maybe that
will change with
time.
That aside,
if you like
Weedeater,
you’ll enjoy
this record.
There are
some fantastic songs to
be found on
“ G o l i at h a n . ”
This album ﬁnds
Weedeater comfortable doing what they do
and serving up their fans another
brutal slab of their signature
Southern sludge. Give this album a spin!

Pregnant ?

Free pregnancy tests.
You have options.

Hot savory foccacia by 11:00 am.
All pastries are half price after 5 pm.

700 E Uni
Un versity Way

across from Lind and next to Sedona Sun!
Open: 7:30 am – 6:00 pm Mon thru Sat.
509-933-1850

Pregnancy Center of Kittitas County

509-925-2273

PregnancyHelpEllensburg.org
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Design students prepare for show
BY VICTORIA SHAMRELL

Spring Fashion Show

Staff Reporter

Spring Fashion Show set to hit
the runway
A century ago in 1915, the
first fashion class was taught at
Central as part of the apparel,
textiles and merchandising program.
Today, the 100th Spring Fashion Show is just around the corner. It is the accumulation of all
the hard work that the students,
both inside and outside of the
program, have been doing all
quarter.
The theme for this year’s
show is mode, with the three sub-

DERRICK CLARIT/OBSERVER

When: Saturday, May 30 @ 3 p.m.
Where: Milo Smith Tower
Theatre.
themes being desert days, coastal
vibes and urban jungle.
Hard work is put into the
show
Andrea Eklund, director of
the fashion show and professor
in the apparel, textiles and merchandising program, said there
are about 125 students from various majors involved in putting on
the show.
“It’s a really big process, so it’s
something I start reserving the
space for in September. It’s something we are constantly working
on and just trying to schedule
everything. We are in charge of
everything, so we really try to be
a collaborative effort,” Eklund
said. “We work with the theatre
students, the computer students,
the photography students, the
PR students; it’s a great way for
them to use their education in a
real-life event.”
Alex Lambert, senior apparel,
textiles and merchandising major, is the project manager and

also helped put on last year’s
show.
Lambert said people tend to
underestimate how much time
students put into the show. Not
only do they spend class time
working, they are also spending
six to 10 hours a week working
outside of class.
“Not only does it showcase
what our program is all about,
but it’s dedication and it’s hard
work of all the students,” Lambert said. “It shows something
that these students are passionate
about.”
Students working on the show
Rachael Wescott, junior
double major in apparel, textiles
and merchandising and business
administration, is one of the student designers for the show in the
fashion line development class.
She is designing three pieces for
the show, all of which are floorlength gowns, Wescott said.
According to Wescott, on average, starting with draping and
patterning processes, it takes
about 60 hours to finish a design.
“I want to be a bridal designer
someday, so I’m inspired by wedding dresses and, specifically, the
1920s era. I just wanted to capture that flow and then pair it
with modern-style lines and colors,” Wescott said. “My sister is

getting married this summer, so
I’m making her wedding dress.”
The class mainly responsible
for putting on the fashion show
is the fashion show production
class, Eklund said. However,
there are different committees responsible for different parts and
aspects of the show.
The other class involved with
the fashion show is the fashion
line production class, which is the
student designer class, Eklund
said. They are responsible for
creating a minimum of three different pieces, from scratch, for
the show. They are also in charge
of finding their own models and
are responsible for their model’s
hair, makeup, choreography, music and styling.
Why students should come
see the show
According to Wescott, the
fashion show is going to be very
diverse. There will be many
styles being showcased, created
by different designers.
“I’m excited for my family,
my friends to come and see all
the hard work I’ve been doing
and to finally celebrate that it’s
over,” Wescott said. “I’m excited
to start working on more dresses
after that, with all the knowledge
and experience I have gained
from making all the dresses so far.”

DERRICK CLARIT/OBSERVER

PREP Each designer spends
more than thirty hours preparing.

Students can learn a lot about
fashion and the upcoming trends
that are hot for summer, Eklund
said.
This show exhibits the amazing talent and hard work the students of the program have been
working on, Lambert said.
According to Lambert, it’s a
wonderful experience and worth
all the hard work.

Campus Activities Presents

S T U D E NT
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DAY

Thursday May 28, 2015

Schedule of Events

Events are free & located on Barto Lawn unless otherwise noted
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. ........................ Happiness Zone (SURC 137)
2 - 6:30 p.m. ...................................................... Shaved Ice
2 - 3:30 p.m. ...................................................... Bubble Ball
2 - 6:30 p.m. .................................... Volleyball & Disc Golf
3 - 6 p.m........................... Non-Traditional Student Events
3:30 p.m..................................................... Music (SURC Pit)

4:30 - 6:30 p.m. ............................. Barbecue & Free Food
All Day................... Music On the Lawn by 88.1 The ‘Burg

4:30 - 6:30 p.m. ............................................ Mattress Race
5 - 7 p.m. ..................... Nerf Battle (Wellington Event Center)
7 - 8:00 p.m. ........................................Fire Side (OPR Patio)
7:30 - 9 p.m. ...................................... Winegar’s Ice Cream
8 p.m. ............................... The Goonies & Free Ice Cream

SPONSORED BY CAMPUS ACTIVITIES, DINING SERVICES, UNIVERSITY RECREATION, OPR, 88.1 THE ‘BURG, HAPPINESS CLUB, RHA, WILDCAT SHOP, CDSJ, COKE SPONSOR
AA/EEO/Title IX Institution. Persons with disabilities may request reasonable accommodation by contacting Campus Activities at 509-963-1691 or DS@cwu.edu
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It’s a bird, it’s a plane, it’s a drone!
Whether they’re delivering
packages, ﬂying into the White
House or helping in search and
rescue operations, drones have
been making headlines.
Drone technology, while having been used for some time by
militaries around the world,
has only recently been used for
commercial and consumer markets. However, despite the late
start, drones are quickly rising in
popularity and giving lawmakers
headaches.
Jobe Layton, a senior ﬁlm and
video studies major and owner
of ﬁve drones, said one of the
largest applications for drone
tech has been in the
ﬁlm industry.
As a ﬁlm
student, Layton is interested in using drones as
a ﬁlming tool and
convinced his father to
purchase a drone kit.
“We built it ourselves,
and it was a really fun process. Challenging, but fun,”
Layton said.
The challenging part for
Layton and his father was learn-

ing how to build and program upon by the general populous.
the drone.
In 2013, when the Seattle
“[Quadcopter’s]
popular- police department purchased
ity is reladrones, pubtively new.
lic backlash
When I ﬁrst
them
Drones would have forced
started…
to shut down
given police unprecedent- the program.
[we] had to
ed abilities to engage in
do some dig“It’s
a
ging, lookwise
decisurveilance.
ing through
sion,” said
forums
to
Doug Honig,
-Doug Honig
ﬁnd manua
spokesACLU spokesman
als on how to
man for the
build them,”
American
Layton said.
Civil Liber“There’s deﬁnitely a subculture ties Union (ACLU) of Washingof drone ﬂiers.”
ton,
to the Seattle Times.
For all their uses, drones
“Drones
have been looked
d o w n

“

would have given police un- said. “They think it can be this
precedented abilities to engage tool to go around and spy on
in surveillance and intrude on people with and invade people’s
people’s privacy and there was privacy.”
never a strong case made that
Heilborn
acknowledged
Seattle needed the drones for that “if you really wanted to,
public safety.”
you could be a creeper” using
Federal cases about drones a drone, but said that it isn’t as
have
been
easy to do as
popping up
people think.
across
the
“They’re
If you wanted to shoot
country. In
not designed
through a window, for ex- to shoot in a
February, a
ample, you’d have prob- small area,
bill
passed
before Washlems with glare and the it’s hard to
ington lawcamera wouldn’t be able to pick out demakers that
tails,” Heisee inside.
would add a
lborn said.
year of pris-Cole Heilborn
“If you wanton time to
Senior
film
and
studies
major
ed to shoot
any sentence
through
if a drone
a
window
was
used
for
example,
you’d
have
probduring the crime.
lems
with
glare
and
the
camera
Cole Heilborn, senior
ﬁlm and video studies wouldn’t even be able to see inmajor and drone side.”
But public opinion is based on
pilot,
believes
the
cases where drones were mispublic distrust
used
or ﬂown improperly, Heilof drones comes
from a lack of born said.
“If you people have people
understanding
about what drones who don’t know how to use them,
can and cannot do. or they don’t respect the rules set
“I think people in place, and they don’t respect
have a misconception about people’s privacy, then they can
what drones can do,” Heilborn ruin it for everyone,” Heilborn said.

“

“

Staff Reporter

“

BY SHANAI BEMIS
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Outdoor options
BY ALEXANDRA PROCTOR

Staff Reporter

With summer quickly approaching, many students are
looking for some summer fun
around Ellensburg. Although
Ellensburg doesn’t have a mall
or water park yet, there are
many outdoor activities oﬀered
to students and the community.
“We can go rafting, we
can go paddle boarding, we’ve
got places to camp, we’ve got
places to mountain climb. Like,
straight up, we have ice picks
and all that jazz,” Jordan Yanev,
Outdoor Pursuits and Rentals
(OPR) employee, said.
One of the most popular
summer pastimes in Ellensburg
is ﬂoating the Yakima River.
People can rent a large inner
tube from OPR for $6 a day for
students and $8 for the general
public.
If many people ﬂoating together, OPR also rents out a
super-sized raft for $35 a day.
People often park one vehicle
farther down the river, where
they want to end their ﬂoat, and
another at their launch site.
However, experts advise to
be careful, as there are some
shallow areas in the river depending on how low the water

levels are.
There are several campgrounds around Ellensburg that
can be rented for between $25
to $40 a night, depending on
the location.
Renting a two to three person tent from OPR costs students $8 for one day, $10 for two
to three days or $15 for four to
seven days.
OPR hosts trips for students
throughout each quarter. Hiking events are common, past
hikes have taken participants
up to the top of Manastash or
along trails for a sunset hike.
According to OPR employee
Tabitha Hardy, the Mt. St. Helens trip was popular this year.
“We got there Saturday, we
hung out, we walked around the
camp, we ended up doing some
yoga there at the campsite. We
ended up talking to a lot of other campers there, made a ﬁre,
hung out that night, bonded,
then got up early and did the
hike,” Hardy said.
A local trail that is a good
starter trail is Umtanum Creek
Falls and Umtanum Creek
Canyon. There are two ways to
tackle this hike; take a left at the
fork and the trail goes along the
ridge and up to the top of the
hill, or take a right and the trail
goes down to a waterfall.

Brainery Blurbs by Ean Zelenak
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Wildcatsʼ spring sports in review
BY CHANCE DAVIS/STAFF REPORTER

2015 was a year full of highlights and disappointments for
Central sports. Many teams
thrived under the pressure, as
their year of competition seemed
to never get easier.
Baseball
Ending their season with a
14-8 win over Lewis and Clark
State College, Central got the
opportunity to celebrate both the
last game of the season and the
last game of six Wildcat seniors.
It was a season full of highlights and great players for the
Wildcats. The baseball team had
Kasey Bielec, who led the GNAC
in hitting with a .409 batting average. Central also supported
three players hitting above .300.
This is an incredible feat considering their long season, full of
ups and downs.
Perhaps the best moment
of this season was when Bielec,
Darren Honeysett and Zach
Johnson were all selected for
the 2015 All-Great Northwest
Athletic Conference First Team,
with Honeysett picking up the
honor of GNAC Newcomer of
the Year.
This is a recognition that gives
the Wildcats respect across the
board.
When it comes to recognizing
talent, all schools and competitors have noticed Bielec’s batting
average of .409 and Honeysett’s
average of .350.
Bielec’s is graduating this
year, but his talent will be greatly
missed by the team.
At the end of the year, the
Wildcats ﬁnished one game below .500, with a record of 24-25
overall and a record of 14-18 in
the conference.
This was a disappointment for
the team. At the beginning of the
year, the Wildcats were picked to
ﬁnish ﬁrst in the Great Northwest
Athletic Conference, according
to the preseason coaches’ poll.
Softball
The Central softball team
ended their competitive season

with the ugly statistic of 20-23.
Only winning three of their last
14 games since March 28, it’s
no wonder they didn’t make the
playoﬀs.
Although the end of their season was not ideal, it began totally
diﬀerent. Earlier in the season
they stood at 12-10 and were
shaping up to have a pretty good
season above .500.
But when March 28 came
around, the batting average for
the team took a plunge and, as a
result, so did their overall record
of wins.
The team won their last two
games of the season against Simon Frasier University, who also
struggled this season. In that
game, Central proved that they
could get their batting average
back to what it was at the beginning of the season.
Although the team didn’t
reach the playoﬀs this year, they
were able to end their season
with great honors.
Seven players on the team
made the GNAC Academic AllConference Team, which lead
the conference.

GNAC Academic Team
Shelby Yasuda- 3.78 GPA
Alexa Olague- 3.70 GPA
Michaela Hazlett -3.66 GPA
Taylor Ferleman- 3.59 GPA
Haley Fritz- 3.58 GPA
Andrea Hamada- 3.49 GPA
Kailyn Campbell- 3.35 GPA
On top of that, ﬁrst baseman
Kailyn Campbell was selected for
the National Fastpitch Coaches
Association All-West Region second team for her contribution to
the softball team this year.
Campbell led the Wildcats
with a .395 batting average and
led the conference with 1.23 RBI
per game (53 in total). She was
best in the West and 10th best in
the nation.
Men’s rugby
Another dominating season
by the men’s rugby team comes
to a close with their loss against
Bringham Young University in

JOHN WHITTLESEY/OBSERVER

NEAR MISS The Wildcats ended the year with a 24-25 overall record.
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NEAR PERFECT Women’s rugby ended the year with only one loss: to Penn State in the National Championship.

the Varsity Cup Semi-Finals in
Provo, Utah.
This loss is just one of three
this season, with the other two
coming from the Seattle Saracens, Seattle’s pro rugby team, in
early March.
The year went well for them,
as standout players like Josh
Bower and Aladdin Schirmer led
the team to victory with big plays
all season.
Bower, who led the league
with 85 points this season, was
looked to by the team to get
points on the board. With 35
conversions and 85 points total,
Bower helped Central outscore
their opponents 736-157.
Schirmer lead the team with
long runs on the ﬁeld, which set
them up for scoring opportunities and great advantages when it
came to ﬁeld position.
Since Bower and Schirmer
are both seniors, the team will be
in need of big play-makers next
season.
Out of 12 matches this season, the Wildcats ﬁnished 9-3
and completely dominated when
it came to blowing out their opponents.
Although the season is over,
the team will continue onto the
USA Rugby Collegiate 7’s National Tournament in Denver,
Colo. on May 23.
Women’s rugby
The women’s rugby team also
dominated their season, ﬁnishing
with a 16-1 record.
With their success, the Wildcats earned themselves a trip to
the USA Spring National Championship.
At the Paciﬁc Mountain Conference tournament, the Wildcats
defeated four teams by a combined score of 256-24. However,
when Central got to the National
Championship, they lost 61-7 in
the biggest game of the season.
Despite the loss, they hold
their heads high, knowing it was
their ﬁrst loss in the 15 matches
of the season.
Katerina Long and Cassidy
Meyers were big play-makers
who, on a game-to-game basis, made a huge impact in each
game.

Long, a junior, has another
season left to achieve her goals.
Meyers, a sophomore, has a couple more seasons to lead the team
and show others that she is as a
competitive athlete.
This season, the Wildcats
honored 10 players who earned
a spot on the Paciﬁc Mountain
Rugby Conference All-Conference player list.

Pacific Mountain Rugby
All-Conference Players
1st Team:

Cassidy Meyers
Samantha Pinson
Haley Schafer
Asinate Serevi
Suliana Tausinga
Queen Fina Toetuu
Angela Ve’evalu

2nd Team:

Taylor Duncan
Katerina Long

Honorable Mention:
Rosalind Pena

For 10 players from one team
to make the list, you can see why
Central was so dominant this
season.
Although the season has ended, the Wildcats will suit up once
again on May 23 for the USA
Rugby Collegiate 7’s National
Championship Tournament in
Denver, Colo.
Track and ﬁeld
The Wildcats’ track and ﬁeld
team shined this year, as the season was full of records, honors
and ﬁrst-place ﬁnishers.
As the season ended at the
GNAC championships, both the
men’s and women’s teams ﬁnished in third place.
The tournament standouts on
the men’s team were Keven Stanley and Luke Plummer. Stanley
earned his second 2015 Great
Northwest Athletic Conference
Championships individual title,
winning the hammer throw after
winning the shot put.

Plummer also won the tournament, taking home the individual title in the triple jump with
his jump of 14.69 meters (48-feet
2.5 inches), a jaw dropping threefeet further than the next closest
competitor.
For the women, it is no surprise that the biggest standouts
of the season are Dani Eggleston
and Meagan Rodgers.
Eggleston, who is the reigning
school record holder in the 5000
meter run, ﬁnished in second
place with a time of 17:07.24,
which was good enough to break
her own record by four seconds.
Rogers ﬁnished right behind Eggleston with a time of
17:08.50, while at the same time,
setting a personal record in the
event and earning NCAA Division II provisional standing.
Representing the women’s
team at nationals will be Erin
Chinchar, Eggleston and McKenna Emmert.
Eggleston and Chinchar will
be competing in the steeplechase, their times of 10:31.65
and 10:42.69 qualifying them
for 12th and 20th place, respectively. Emmert will compete in
the pole vault and is going into
the national meet ranked 12th in
GNAC standings.
Although it was a great season
for the Wildcats, Kevin Stanley
will be the only male athlete to
go on to nationals this year to
compete in the hammer throw,
ranked 17th.
Out of all the honors of the
season, the most impressive
award goes to the six Wildcats
who were recognized by the
U.S. Track and Field and Cross
Country Coaches Association
(USTFCCCA) and selected to
the All-Region team.
All-Region honors
Eggleston (steeplechase) and
Emmert (pole vault) have been
selected, along with Justin Peterson (high jump), Plummer (triple
Jump), Stanley (shot put and
hammer throw) and Armando
Tafoya (shot put).
The Wildcats ﬁnished this
sports’ season with 27 academic
all-conference selections, thirdmost in the GNAC.
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Track and field going to nationals
highlighted the women’s third
place ﬁnish were Rodgers in
the 5000 meters. Her time of
Four Wildcat track and ﬁeld 17:08.50 would have been a new
athletes will be heading to nation- school record before the meet
als. Seven earned all-conference and gave her a third place ﬁnish.
honors and four school records Also, the women’s 400 meter rewere broken after both the wom- lay team set a school record with
en’s and men’s teams ﬁnished a time of 3:51.77. The team was
third overall at the GNAC cham- headed by Ali Anderson, Ashley
pionship meet May 8 and 9.
Harmon, Jayna Inderbitzen and
Dani Eggleston (steeplechase), Elizabeth Ryker.
Erin Chinchar (steeplechase),
Third place was an accomMcKenna Emmert (pole vault) plishment that the women and
and Kevin Stanley (hammer their coach Kevin Adkisson were
throw) have begun competing at proud of. They believe this develGrand Valley State University in opment speaks to the growth of
Michigan for the NCAA Divi- the program.
sion II Championship.
“It’s really nice to see everyAll-Conference
honorees body improving and our team
were Eggleston, Emmert, Stan- improving,” Emmert said. “It’s
ley, Jordan Todd, Luke Plummer, great to be a part of a building
Megan Rodgers and Armando team.”
Tafoya.
Chinchar believe that this suc“It’s nice to be recognized for cess is, in part, due to the dynamyour eﬀort,” Emmert said.
ic of their team.
Emmert, sophomore clini“Our girls’ team is the most
cal physiology major, ﬁnished in amazing team with supporting
second with a vault of 11 feet each other,” Chinchar said. “Evand 5.75 inches. She is the only erything we do is just like lifting
sophomore on the team to make each other up and helping each
it to nationals.
other.”
Eggleston, junior clinical
The tightly knit team will
physiology major, broke both of have a shot to keep climbing the
her school records at the meet GNAC ladder as many of their
with a time of 10:31.65 in the top ﬁnishers are sophomores and
steeplechase and in the 5000 juniors.
meters with
“ W i t h
a time of
a few good
17:07.24.
ditions,
Being able to round- aI d think
She placed
the
of my last year of track and women could
second
in
field peaking was really really have
both events.
cool.
Chinchar,
a chance to
junior
eleknock on the
mentary edu[conference
-Kevin Stanley
cation major,
championTrack and field, hammer throw
placed fourth
ship] door,”
at the meet in
Adkisson
the steeplesaid.
chase and got into nationals with
Adkisson was happy with the
a qualifying time from a race ear- men’s return to the top three aflier this season. She is number 20 ter last year’s ﬁfth place ﬁnish.
on the 20-women list.
He felt it was a return to the right
Other performances that path for the program.
BY ZAC HERETH

Staff Reporter

“

COURTESY OF MCKENNA EMMERT

GO BIG The Wildcats track and field finished third in GNAC Conference Championships on May 8 and 9.

Stanley highlighted the event
for the men, taking the shot put
championship followed by the
hammer throw that broke the
school’s record at 194’1.75” and
qualiﬁed him for nationals.
“Being able to round-oﬀ my
last year of track and ﬁeld peaking was really cool,” Stanley, senior supply chain management
major, said. “It’s really exciting
just achieving some of your longterm goals.”
The men were carried by
three others. Plummer, Tafoya
and Todd joined Stanley earning all-conference in two events
apiece.
Plummer leaped passed the
competition in the triple jump,
placing ﬁrst with a mark of

48’2.5”. His other all-conference
ﬁnish was third in the long jump.
Tafoya ﬁnished third in both shot
put and hammer throw, events
that Central’s men dominated in.
Todd ﬁnished third in the 100
meter and 200 meter races.
“Being able to leave my senior
season as one of the better teams
Central has had was awesome,”
Stanley said. “It was awesome for
Central, both guys and girls, to
get third place.”
In order to reach All-American status, athletes must qualify
for ﬁnals at the meet. All of the
athletes expressed a lot of gratitude and excitement for the
chance to compete at nationals.
Some didn’t know how to describe the feeling.

Wildcat national athletes
Dani Eggleston (steeplechase)
Erin Chincar (steeplechase)
McKenna Emmert (pole vault)
Kevin Stanley (hammer throw)
“I don’t even know if that’s an
explainable emotion,” Emmert
said. “It’s always been a goal of
mine, but realistically I didn’t
think it was gonna happen until
at least my junior year. It’s just
been so incredible and my coach
has been so awesome with everything.”

“

Central athletes earn top honors
Contributing Writer

Central’s Hall of Fame gained
three new athletes and two teams
on Saturday, May 16 at the Central Athletics Hall of Fame Banquet.
The 2000 women’s cross
country team and the 1974
men’s wrestling team, in addition
to Lou Boudreaux (cross country), Pat Maki (football) and Dan
Murphy (football), were added
to the list of Central’s all-time
greats.
In 2000, the women’s cross
country team placed seventh in
the NCAA Division II National
Championship. Along the way,
the Wildcats placed ﬁrst in both
the conference and regional
meets, beating University of California Davis, a powerhouse in
the conference. Head track and
ﬁeld coach Kevin Adkisson knew
he had a special team before the
season started.
“As we went into the ‘98 season, that was the year things were

starting to click,” Adkisson said.
The team placed ﬁfth at the
NCAA regional meet in 1998,
and Adkisson said it started to
snowball from there. According
to Adkisson, even though they
improved, the team wasn’t sure
of how far they would go entering the spring season of 2000.
“I don’t know if we thought
we had a chance,” Adkisson said.
“What they achieved, no one will
ever take it away.”
1974 was a marquee year for
Central men’s wrestling. That
year, the Wildcats took home a
NAIA National Championship
and had ﬁve All-Americans.
The team was coached by the
late Eric Beardsley, who is also a
member of the Wildcat Hall of
Fame, class of 1983.
Kit Shaw won his weight
class, and Dan Older and Rockey Isley ﬁnished second in their
weight class. Team captain John
Burkholder secured third place,
Dewey Parish and Bob Pierce
ﬁnished ﬁfth and Greg Gowen
placed sixth.

Hall of Fame additions
Teams:
2000 Women’s cross country
1974 Men’s wrestling team

Athletes:
Lou Boudreax, cross country
Pat Maki, football
Dan Murphy, football
“The best moment for us,
that year, was the way we came
together,” Shaw said. “We were
recovering from injuries the last
two weeks before nationals.”
Shaw attributes their success to the way coach Beardsley
trained them.
“He always stuck us with the
toughest guys,” Shaw said.
Lou Bordreaux ran cross
country for the Wildcats for four
years. He qualiﬁed for the NAIA
National Championships three
out of his four years. In 1975, he
placed 30th. In 1976, he ranked

22nd. In 1977, he set a school
Other Wildcat honors includrecord for the steeple chases ed the male and female athletes
(8:55.91), and he was ﬁfth in the of the year. Aladdin Schirmer
nation in the ﬁnals the same year. was the male recipient, and ConIn 1972, Maki set a school re- nie Morgan was the female record for interceptions in a single cipient.
season, with a total of 13, and
Schirmer is the rugby capalso made the NAIA All-Amer- tain for the Wildcats. He is an
ican Team. He also held the All-American and has made apschool record
pearances on
for career inthe National
t e rc e p t i o n s
I don’t know if we Men’s Rugby
for 19 years.
thought we had a chance. 7’s team.
Maki
then
What they achieved, no one Schirmer will
graduated
get an opwill ever take that away.
from Central
portunity to
and coached
represent the
-Kevin Adkisson
at
TumUnited States
water
and
Head coach for track and field
in the SumYelm High
mer OlymSchools.
pics in Rio,
From 1996-99, Dan Murwhen
the
team
starts
up camp.
phy left his mark on the Wildcat
Morgan
is
a
two-time
Allfootball program. In 1998, he
rushed for 1,445 yards and had American cross country runner.
19 touchdowns. During that sea- Recently, Morgan ﬁnished 17th
son, he had two 200-yard games, at the NCAA Division II. She
including a Wildcat single game graduated in the fall, double
record of 270 yards against Azu- majoring in public relations and
economics.
sa Paciﬁc.
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BY CHANCE WEEKS -WILLIAMS
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Mariners can’t seem to find bats
BY MAXWELL MONSON/STAFF REPORTER

When the season began,
many Mariners fans didn’t envision their team would be sitting
in third place of the American
League West.It was hard for
people not to get their hopes up
with all the talk about the World
Series.
However, while it may have
been a slow start, there is still
much of the season left for the
Mariners to get going.
No matter what happens, it’s
safe to say the Mariners made
a great pick in signing Nelson
Cruz. Not only has Cruz provided the Mariners with the power
they need, but he has proven to
be a consistent hitter and play in
right ﬁeld.
Cruz is leading the majors
with 16 home runs and sitting at
fourth place with a .340 batting
average. We were all ﬁguring he
would hit his fair share of home
runs, but I don’t think many people saw a batting average like that

coming.
Along with Cruz, Felix Hernandez has shown us why we call
him “King Felix.”
Felix has ﬁnally had the luxury
of getting some bats behind him
to score runs, and it is showing in
a big way by leading the AL in
wins with six. It’s a nice feeling
when you can have a pitcher, every ﬁve games, just dominate any
batter that steps up to the plate.
One of the major surprises
has been J.A. Happ. Happ was
signed in the oﬀseason to compete for the ﬁfth starting spot.
Many people believed if he made
the roster, he would be our weak
spot in the rotation. However,
over the course of the season,
he has proved that theory wrong.
Happ has started the season with
a 3-1 record and 2.98 ERA. You
will be hard-pressed to ﬁnd anyone who predicted that start for
him. He’s been a great pick-up so
far for Seattle.
The slow start of Robinson
Cano, however, has been a big
disappointment. After a great
ﬁrst year in Seattle, he has failed
to deliver the same results. Cano
has made some good plays in the
ﬁeld, but that consistent bat we
saw last year is missing. If Cano
can get going and Cruz can keep

it up, it’s safe to say we will see
more oﬀense out of the Mariners
in the near future.
In addition to Cano’s shaky
start, the best bullpen in the majors has, as of yet, not found its
way back to Seattle. The Mariners had a dominant bullpen last
year that could come in and shut
opponents down until it was time

for Rodney to “shoot the arrow.”
That sure hasn’t been the case
this year. There have been countless games in which our starters
gave us seven good innings and
then left with the lead, only for
the bullpen to blow it. When
they’re a few innings away from
a win, they need to be able to
count on the relievers to seal the

KEITH ALLISON/FLICKR

deal. For the Mariners to turn
this ship around, we will need the
bullpen to step up in a major way.
I said it before, but I will say it
again: the Mariners have time to
turn this around and take a shot
at the playoﬀs. With 162 games
in a year, we have plenty of baseball left to get the “Sodo Mojo.”
See related Mariners story on P. 15.
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Pitching woes plague Mariners
BY RYAN COLE/STAFF REPORTER

Heading into the new season,
Major League Baseball analysts
were talking about how good
the Mariners’ pitching was going to be, but all their prediction
haven’t panned out as expected.
Is this a case of “same old Mariners” or something new entirely?
Hisashi Iwakuma
Aside from Felix Hernandez
(6-1, 2.30 ERA), who is pitching
brilliantly as usual, the rest of
the Mariners’ starting rotation is
struggling. All-star Hisashi Iwakuma is often called by baseball
pundits one of the best one-two
punches in all of baseball pitching. Unfortunately, he has been
sidelined since April due to injuries.
He is currently on 15-day DL.
Over the past three seasons, Iwakuma has gone 38-20 with a 3.07
ERA and a 7.6 SO/9 IP. Missing him in the rotation is clearly
hurting the Mariners, as they are
currently sitting below .500.

Taijuan Walker
Taijuan Walker, a player that
many believed was going to
climb the ladder, has struggled
mightily. After a spring training
performance that had people
from all around the league singing his praises, Walker disappointed many by not being able
to carry his spring training success into the regular season.
Walker is just 1-4 in seven
starts with a hideous 7.22 ERA.
This season he has only pitched
one game for more than seven
innings. He has pitched five innings or less four times this season, getting roughed up early
and being pulled from games. If
Walker wants to improve this season, he has to control his pitches
better and not fall behind early in
games.
J.A. Happ
One surprise for the Mariners
has been J.A. Happ. Acquired
during the off-season from Toronto, Happ has stepped up in
Iwakuma’s absence, which is
exactly what the Mariners envisioned from him when they got
him.
In seven starts, Happ has
gone 2-1 with a 2.98 ERA, good
for the second best ERA on the
team amongst starting pitchers.

Happ and Hernandez are the
only Mariners starters with winning records this season. When
Iwakuma comes back from the
DL and with experts saying the
Mariners might wait until midJune to bring him back, the hope
is Happ can slide into the third
spot of the rotation and form a
nightmare for opposing teams,
especially during the postseason.
The Bullpen
Last season, the Mariners’
bullpen was great, especially
down the stretch during their late
postseason-push. Between their
top five relievers, the highest individual ERA was 3.61 from Charlie Furbush, who had the second
most appearances last year.
However, this season has been
a different story.
Fernando Rodney, an all-star
last season, has struggled with his
ERA. Fortunately though, he has
only one blown save in 10 opportunities. He’s still saving games,
but his ERA early on in the season has doubled from his ERA at
the end of last season.
Danny Farquhar, who pitched
consistently at the end of last
season, is inconsistent this season. He’s already appeared in 17
games with 19 innings pitched,
but his ERA has ballooned from

2.66 last year to 4.74 this year. He
is having trouble commanding
his pitches. In 71 innings pitched
last year, Farquhar allowed just
five home runs. This season, he
has already allowed two.
There have been a couple
bright spots from the Mariners’
bullpen this year. Furbush was a
workhorse for the Mariners last
year, and he’s still is. He’s tied for
the most appearances by a Mari-
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ners reliever and is posting an
ERA of 1.80.
Carson Smith, who appeared
in only nine games last season,
has an ERA of 1.08 and is tied
for the most appearances by a
Mariners relief pitcher along
with Furbush.
The Mariners have the tools
and the talent, but the question
is, can they execute?
See related Mariners story on P. 14.
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Field day opens for CWU Pride Week
BY JONATHAN OSBORNE

CWU Pride Week:

Staff Reporter

Memorial Day marks day one
of Central’s week-long PRIDE
festival. PRIDE is a celebration
of diversity and an outlet to help
bring the LGBT community together. Central has been a platform for these events for over 30
consecutive years now.
“It’s kind of like we’re trying
to mimic the PRIDE events that
you would see in Seattle,” Mariah Rocker, Equity and Services
Council representative, said. “We
are just bringing that here to this
campus.”
PRIDE is a week-long set of
events that EQuAl puts on every
year. This year’s PRIDE week
will be unlike any of the previous
held on Central’s campus. The
most notable additions are a ﬁeld
day and street parade.
The purpose of this year’s
ﬁeld day is to add a retro theme
and allow students to partake in
diﬀerent games and team challenges.
EQuAl believes that ﬁeld day
will be a good way to announce
PRIDE week’s arrival. It will set
the tone early and that momentum will ride into the events later
that week.

Field Day
When: Monday, May 25
Where: Central Barto lawn
Cost: $2 per person or $10 per team
Register at www.cwu.edu/equal

“We just needed an event
to get people to know that it’s
PRIDE week and get people
hyped up for the event.” Jourdyn Payne, senior president of
EQuAl, said.
“Having it be [on] Memorial
Day made it make sense to have
a big, fun, active event,” Rocker
said.
The ﬁrst ever ﬁeld day will include games such as batter-up, a

colorful mummy wrap competition, bubble ball sumo, a scavenger hunt, and “drag” race.
EQuAl has recruited the help
of other departments on campus
to help put on more events.
“Batter up is a game that was
brought up to us by Recreation
Services,” Payne said. “You put
on a belt-type thing that has a
softball hanging down from it
and then you have to hit a kick-
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ball down...using its momentum.”
Lunch will be provided to
those that attend the event. While
no ﬁnal decisions have been
made, the possibilities include
sandwiches, pizza or a BBQ.
The most elaborate event that
will be at the PRIDE ﬁeld day is
the “drag” race.
“It will be a whole bunch
of events, kind of like a relay,”

Rocker said. “We’ll have the drag
section, which is where people
would dress in drag and run to
the next person. It will end with
a water relay on a Slip ‘N Slide.”
All of these games and events
are being put on with the assistance of Recreational Services
and 88.1 The ‘Burg. Recreational Services will be providing
volunteers and equipment, while
the ‘Burg will be providing music
for the event.
“They’re giving us all the
equipment, and they’ll be sponsoring the event and have volunteers,” Rocker said.
Events will be held on almost
all of the lawn areas surrounding the SURC, including Barto’s
lawn and the lawn near the science buildings.
See related CWU Pride Week story
on P. 5.

